ABSTRACT It has been submitted that, for the very large number of different traditional type formulae to determine price indices associated with a pair of periods, which are joined with the longstanding question of which one to choose, they should all be abandoned. For the method proposed instead, price levels associated with periods are first all computed together, subject to a consistency of the data, and then price indices that are true taken together are determined from their ratios. An approximation method can apply in the case of inconsistency. Here are illustrations of the method.
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The theory of the Price-Index, proper, starts with the Utility-Cost Factorization Theorem, going back to early1960's. By itself it represents no resolution of the IndexNumber Problem. Nor had there even been a real idea of what could be meant by such a resolution.
However, the method now proposed does in the first place at least convey some idea of what could be meant by such a resolution. It even represents exactly such a resolution itself.
The method has been available in the main for more than twenty-five years, apart from amplifications made just now. But only recently has it been recognized asI Outline of the Method 1 Original data A price-index formula based on a pair of reference periods has conventionally been algebraical and involved data for those periods alone. Then there are inconsistencies between formulae in the treatment of more than two periods, conflicting with the nature of price indices as such, as gathered by Irving Fisher's "Tests".
Formulae proposed now are of a completely different type, beside being 'non-parametric' rather than conventionally algebraical, are computed simultaneously for any number of periods, involving the data for all of them, without any of the multi-period consistency problems that go with the conventional formulae. There is either exactness, subject to a condition on the data, or approximation, in the fit to the data of the hypothetical underlying utility, which in any case there is no need to actually construct.
With some m time periods, or countries, or nodes, in any case referencesperhaps most typically time periods-listed as 1, …, m, the initial data has the form of demand elements
giving row and column vectors of prices and quantities for some n goods demanded at the prices..
Hence for the initial data scheme:
m number of references n number of goods p m × n price matrix, rows i p x n × m quantity matrix, columns j x c = px m × m cross-cost matrix, elements i j p x
The first step is to compute the matrix L of Laspeyres indices / ij i j j j L p x p x = i being index for the current period and j for the base period. Hence divide column j of c by diagonal element j j p x to form the m × m Laspeyres matrix L with these elements.
The Paasche indices are given by
forming the elements of an m × m matrix K, obtained by transposition of L and replacing each element by its reciprocal. The Laspeyres-Paasche (LP) inequality ij ij K L ≤ has significance for data consistency.
Another well-known construction that may have comment is the Fisher index
Central to the proposed method is the system of inequalities
This serves to determine price-levels i P from which the matrix P of price-indices
is derived, and which enter into the construction of an underlying utility which fits the given demand data and represents all these indices together as true.
By the geometric mean of two vectors is here meant the vector whose elements correspondingly are geometric means of their elements, and there is a similar understanding about matrices. The same understanding can apply just as well for several vectors, or matrices, also in application of the more general weighted geometric mean.
Any two price-level solutions 
There is a similar conclusion in dealing with the geometric means of several pricelevel solutions.
It can be added that the price-index matrix obtained from the geometric mean of the price-level solutions, which is the matrix of ratios of its elements, is the geometric mean of the price-index matrices obtained from them.
Consistency of the data
The solubility of the system (L) imposes a condition on the given data, defining its consistency, equivalent to the existence of the appropriate underlying utility.
With any chain described by a series of periods, or references, , , , , , s i j k t … there is associated the Laspeyes chain product which is necessary and sufficient for consistency of the given data, and is an extension of the PL-inequality.
Introducing the chain Laspeyres and Paasche indices ,
for all possible chains … taken separately. Hence, introducing the derived Laspeyres and Paasche indices min , max
subject to the now to be considered conditions required for their existence, for which
this condition is equivalent to
In this case
showing the relation of bounds for the LP-interval and the narrower bounds for the derived version that involves more data. The matrix M, and the matrix H constructed from it, in exactly the same way as the Paasche matrix K is constructed from the Laspeyres matrix L, is important in that their columns provide a complete set of basic solutions of the system of inequalities (L), the canonical price-level solutions, from which all other solutions may be derived as combinations.
3 Price-Quantity duality With any determination of price levels t P , there is an associated determination of quantity levels t X , where
While for price levels, / / p x p x P P ≥ , for quantity levels equivalently in a dual fashion,
and one could just as well have solved for the quantity levels first, by the same method as for price levels, and then determined the price levels from these. Whichever way,
( )
, 1, ,
with equality for . s t = The introduction of cost-efficiency up to a level e, where 0 1 e ≤ ≤ , would require
good also for any lower level, and highest level 1 imposing the equality.
The Power Algorithm
For the main step in the proposed method, matrix L is raised to the mth power in the modified arithmetic where + means min, to determine m M L = .
Diagonal elements 1
ii M = tell the consistency of the system of inequalities (L) for the determination of price-levels i P , and provide the first and second canonical pricelevel solutions, with any t as base, given by i it P M = ,
that is, by columns of the matrices M and H. From these are derived the two systems of canonical price indices
The price indices in either system, with any base, will all be true together in respect to a utility that fits the data by criterion of cost-efficiency of demand in each period i, so the cost i i p x is the minimum cost, at the prices i p , of the utility of i x .
5 Cost-efficiency and approximation
ii M < tell the inconsistency of the system, and enable determination of a critical cost efficiency e * so that the system there may be obtained canonical price levels and price indices from M * , as before from M. Now, instead, the price levels of a canonical system are together true in respect to a utility that fits the data not exactly, but approximately in the sense of partial cost efficiency at the level e * in each period, meaning that the fraction e * of the cost, in the period, is at most the minimum cost at the prices of gaining at least the utility. Hence in the case e * = 1 that goes with ordinary consistency, the fit would be exact as before.
For any element 1 Three references with consistency, and graphics
We start with the Laspeyres matrix L taken from Dowrick and Quiggin (1997, pp. 50-51, (1987) . This source gives prices and quantities for some 38 components of GDP expenditure for 60 countries. In the following application, we take the data for the US, France, and Italy to form the matrix L (our presentation requires transposition of the matrix given by Dowrick and Quiggin, 1997, pp. 50-51) .
By raising the matrix L to powers in a modified arithmetic where + means min, with CM's FORTRAN program, we have 
showing the relation of the original LP-interval and the narrower bounds that involve more data. The geometric mean of the matrices H and M, element by element, is the matrix F, whose columns coincide with the geometric means of their corresponding columns:
1.000 1.138 1.420 0.879 1.000 1.247 0.704 0.802 1.000
The columns of M and H are all solutions of system (L). These are the 6 canonical price-level solutions, from which all other solutions can be derived, being the 6 vertices of the convex hexagonal region described by solutions normalized to sum 1 each determining a point in the simplex of reference. The columns of F are geometric means of opposite pairs of vertices of the hexagon.
The 6 canonical solutions as vertices for the solution set
The 6 canonical solutions, a basis for all solutions, are given by columns of M and H, and canonical geometric mean solution has elements given by the geometric means of their columns, or of columns of the matrix F, so it is 1.173 1.031 0.827
The matrix of canonical mean price-indices obtained from this, by taking ratios of the elements, is 1.000 1.138 1.420 0.879 1.000 1.247 0.704 0.802 1.000
and coincides with the mean of individual canonical price-index matrices.
Four references, with consistency
The start with the given Laspeyres matrix L (Dowrick and Quiggin, 1997) and raising it to powers in a modified arithmetic where + means min, using CM's FORTRAN program, we have 
where the arithmetic for powers now has + meaning max instead of min.
Note K L ≤ for original bounds, and moreover
showing tighter bounds obtained with additional data. With any i P which are a price-level solution being such that
there is associated a price-index matrix with elements / ij i j P P P = The 8 canonical solutions, a basis for all solutions, are given by columns of M and H, and canonical geometric mean, which has elements given by the geometric means of their elements, is also a solution. It is [1.167 1.044 1.012 0.811].
The matrix of canonical mean price-indices obtained from this, by taking ratios of the canonical mean price-levels, is and coincides with the mean of individual canonical price-index matrices, derived from the individual canonical price-level solution elements.. By taking weighted geometric means instead of the simple geometric mean, it is possible to arrive at all possible price-level solutions, and consequently all possible systems of true price-indices, without any guidance for choosing just one from among them. Here we have, for want of that guidance and to that extent arbitrarily, adopted one, with weights all equal and no reason for making them different, as a standard, in order to eliminate that residual indecision.. 
Case of inconsistency and approximation
Starting with the Laspeyres matrix L for the countries Canada, U.S., Norway, Luxembourg, Germany in the year 1980 taken from Dowrick and Quiggin (1997, pp. 50-51) and raising it to powers in a modified arithmetic where + means min using CM's FORTRAN program: Being near to the value 1, associated with the consistency case where fit of data to the hypothetical underlying utility is exact, this represents a high level of cost-efficiency, and a closeness of fit for the approximating utility.
Note: By computer error the degree i d associated with a path is 1 less than the correct count. The effect is to make the cost-efficiency less than critical, resulting in allowance of a looser fit for the approximate utility. A forthcoming revision will provide the correction but for the time being the error does not damage, even enhances, the value of the illustration. Coincides with the geometric mean of all 10 of the canonical price-level solutions. Finally form the mean canonical price-index matrix P, given by ratios of elements of the mean canonical price-level solution.
Mean canonical price-index matrix Coincides with the mean of the 10 canonical price-index matrices obtained from the 10 individual canonical price-level solutions.
